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ÉPREUVE ÉCRITE OBLIGATOIRE

ANGLAIS

Durée     : 2 heures Coefficient     : 3

La rigueur, le soin et la clarté apportés à la rédaction des réponses seront pris en compte dans la notation.
L’utilisation de toute  documentation (dictionnaire,  support  papier,  traducteur,  téléphone portable,  assistant
électronique, etc) est strictement interdite.

L’épreuve de langue vivante comporte deux parties :

1. VERSION (10 points)

2. ESSAI (10 points)

Cette épreuve comporte 2 pages (page de garde incluse).
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1. Version     : traduisez le texte en entier   :

World's  Largest  Plane  Completes  Six-Hour  Test
Flight
Engoo, Daily News, February 01, 2023

The world's  largest  airplane  has  completed  a  six-hour  test  flight  over  California's  Mojave
Desert. With a wingspan of 117 meters — almost 40 meters wider than an Airbus A380 —
the Stratolaunch Roc is the largest plane to ever fly.

On January 13,  2023,  the huge plane completed its longest  flight  yet  from the Mojave Air
and  Space  Port  in  California,  reaching  a  maximum altitude  of  6,860  meters.  The  Roc  —
which has two fuselages — is powered by six Boeing 747 engines, and has been designed
to carry and launch other vehicles from the sky.Its most recent flight was the aircraft's ninth
test, during which it carried Stratolaunch's Talon-A between its two fuselages.

The Talon-A,  with a wingspan of  just  3.4 meters,  is  a rocket-powered vehicle designed to
collect data on the effects of hypersonic flight, as it travels as fast as six times the speed of
sound.

While any vehicle that moves faster than the speed of sound — 1,225 kilometers per hour
— is known as "supersonic," those that fly at least five times the speed of sound are called
"hypersonic."

Although these extremely fast  vehicles  can be launched from the ground,  launching them
from the air is less complicated and saves fuel for high-speed flight at high altitudes.

Air  launches are  actually  quite  common for  hypersonic  vehicles.  In  the  1950s and 1960s,
the  X-15,  a  rocket-powered  test  aircraft  developed  in  the  US,  was  launched  from  B-52
military  aircraft. The  X-15  flew  as  fast  as  6.7  times  the  speed  of  sound  —  still  a  world
record for a rocket-powered, manned aircraft.

Stratolaunch  is  a  private  company  founded  in  2011  by  Microsoft  co-founder  Paul
Allen. However, it  only completed its first flight in April 2019, six months after Allen died of
cancer.

2. Essai :

Can you explain how climate change is represented in the media? Is the representation positive or
negative?
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